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P R E S S  R E L E A S E

BTI announces 12-inch MaxxLife 
and Utility Butter�y Valves. 
O�ers complete solution to any 
pneumatic tank need.

BTI, the �rst butter�y valve manufacturer to 
design a valve speci�cally for the pneumatic 
tank trailer industry, announced today an 
addition to their line of MaxxLife and Utility 
valves, the 12-inch MaxxLife and the 
12-inch Utility. 

Stronger, lighter weight, and more 
corrosion and abrasion resistant, both 
valves feature an extendable neck for ease 
of operation, a 1-piece direct drive stem to 
disc connection that can range in length 
from 0 to 36 inches, and doesn’t require any 
connecting adapters, welded parts or hardware as all other industry standard butter�y valves 
do. And, with the addition of the 12-inch valves, both MaxxLife and Utility o�er sizes from 2 
to 12 inches, a super thin disc design that can increase �ow up to 20%, AND 100% of all 
materials manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. MaxxLife ships standard with a new 
specially formulated FDA approved MaxxLife valve seat that will not harden, even under 
extreme temperatures, while Utility ships standard with a Buna-N seat.

According to BTI engineers, this valve will appeal to the owner, the mechanic who services 
the rig and the operator. No more struggling under rigs trying to open a seized butter�y 
valve. No more Workman’s Comp claims from injured drivers. No more replacing valves after 
a few months of operation. The MaxxLife and Utility Butter�y Valves with extended neck 
makes hard to open and seized valves a thing of the past. BTI guarantees this to be the 
longest lasting valve you have ever owned. Period. And, as if that were not enough, it is 
lighter than conventional valves. On a standard 5-inch valve with neck extension, it can 
weigh up to 10 pounds less than the competition.

B.T.I.’s MaxxLife and Utility Butter�y Valves are another exciting example of B.T.I.’s innovative 
product design and is proudly and completely made in the U.S.A., including all materials and 
labor. As with all of its products, Bulk Tank, Inc. unconditionally guarantees this butter�y 
valve will outperform any similar products on the market today. For more information, call 
1-800-841-5524 (573-518-0600) or visit www.bulktankinc.com.


